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they came again, going, after years, homewards. They
would leave behind an instructor in the use of those tools
they left and in the making and ornamenting of the stuffs
and of how most fittingly to worship the supreme Principle.
When they came again, if the villagers had shown them-
selves apt craftsmen, they would be pleased and leave them
gifts from the lands that King Arthur afterwards ruled over.
Their teachings may to-day be read in the Chou-King, which
is a compilation of the most ancient examples of moral and
political wisdom of the ancient East, made by Confucius.
I came this morning in another sort of compilation on an
example of moral and political wisdom that has kept me
pleased all day.
Sir Walter Raleigh was telling Lord Chancellor Bacon,
who was a grafter compared with whom any of our over-
lords to-day were mere beginners, how he planned certainly
to enrich his sovereign James VI of Scotland and I of Eng-
land. The country was at peace with Spain, after the days
of the sack of Cadiz and the Armada. Nevertheless, said
Raleigh, who was preparing to set out on his last expedition
to the Indies, if he failed to find the famous and fabled gold
mine on the Orinoco that he purposed finding, he intended
to set about the Spanish treasure ships in returning, and so
to lay at the feet of the Scottish Solomon wealth surpassing
that of the Golcondas.
Lord Bacon, expressing the utmost horror, exclaimed that
that would be the rankest piracy. In those days James was
seeking to curry favour with the King of Spain and it was
death, as Raleigh afterwards found, to tamper with that
king's subjects. . . ."The rankest piracy/' said the Lord
Chancellor.
But no, Raleigh answered, if you take millions it is no
piracy.
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And with that speech Raleigh withdrew the curtain that
concealed the New World from the Old. ... I don't mean
the Western from the Eastern Hemisphere; I mean the
millions of years that had preceded from the three centuries

